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Abstract
We use a modified SampleRNN [1] architecture to generate music in modern gen-
res such as black metal and math rock. Unlike MIDI and symbolic models, Sam-
pleRNN generates raw audio in the time domain. This requirement becomes in-
creasingly important in modernmusic styles where timbre and space are used com-
positionally. Long developmental compositions with rapid transitions between
sections are possible by increasing the depth of the network beyond the number
used for speech datasets. We are delighted by the unique characteristic artifacts of
neural synthesis.
1 Introduction
The majority of deep learning papers on generative music focus on symbolic-domain generation,
including all seven that appeared at ISMIR 2017[7][8][9][10][11][12][13]. Few have explored recent
advances in neural synthesis (Wavenets[19], SampleRNN[1], DeepVoice[18]). Most style-specific
generative music experiments have explored artists commonly found in harmony textbooks such
as The Beatles[7], Bach[13], and Beethoven[1] but few have looked at generating modern genre
outliers such as black metal.
The tradition of functional tonality in harmonic composition has been studied extensively for cen-
turies and is taught in music theory courses today. But since the twentieth century, the study of
manipulating timbre has played a much more significant role in composition technique. Composers
like Varese thought in terms of composing "sound-masses" to construct his symphonic scores [6]
inspiring future artists to discover new sonic material.
2 Related Work
NSynth is a promising approach to neural synthesis. Due to re-synthesis of the magnitude spectrum
in the baseline model, phase retrieval artifacts are present, while models that predict samples in the
time domain don’t suffer from these artifacts[2].
3 Our Process
We pre-process each audio dataset into 3,200 eight second chunks of raw audio data (FLAC). The
chunks are randomly shuffled and split into training, testing, and validation sets. The split is 88%
training, 6% testing, 6% validation.
We use a 2-tier SampleRNN with 256 embedding size, 1024 dimensions, 5 to 9 layers, LSTM or
GRU, 256 linear quantization levels, 16kHz sample rate, skip connections, and a 128 batch size,
using weight normalization. The LSTM gated units have a forget gate bias initialized with a large
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positive value of 3. The initial state h0 is either learned or randomized. We train each model for
about three days on a NVIDIA K80 GPU.
Intermittently at checkpoints during training, audio clips are generated one sample at a time and
converted to a WAV file. Originally SampleRNN used an argmax inference method. We modified it
to sample from the softmax distribution.
At each checkpointwe generate 10x 30 second clips. Early checkpoints produce generalized textures.
Later checkpoints produce riffs with sectional transitions. If after a few epochs it only produces
white noise, restart the training.
Sometimes a checkpoint generates clips which always get trapped in the same riff. Listen for traps
before choosing a checkpoint for longer generations.
The number of simultaneously generated clips (n_seq) doesn’t effect the processing time, because
they are generated in parallel. The number is limited by GPU memory.
4 Results
Our best results used 5-layer LSTM, trained on whole albums, for 50k-80k iterations. Randomizing
the initial state h0 generates more varied music. Datasets with a unified sound (songs with similar
instrumentation that were mixed and mastered together) were better able to generalize and combine
ideas together.
Audio examples are available here: dadabots.com/nips2017/
Room For A Ghost: mixed meter, odd time signatures, and abruptly sectional transitions
We generated six minute compositions from a three song album by the rock band Room For A
Ghost using 7-layer LSTM. The result retained the timbre of the original band, but had become
"math rock". There were abrupt sectional changes, odd meters, and long rests. Math rock favors
disjointed melodic contours with distorted tone and shifting metric emphasis. The original music
did not have these elements.
Krallice: atmospheric texture, tremolo-picked guitars, slow weaving sections
Krallice is an American black metal project. The style is characterized by its ultra long progressive
sections, textural rhythms, deep screams, and melodic weaving over a grid of steady, aggressive
rhythmic attacks. These extreme characteristics make it an outlier in human music.
We preprocessed 35 minutes audio taken from a single album. We trained using 5-layer LSTM
and GRU models. The GRUs failed to learn the audio resulting in harse noise when sampled. The
LSTMs were successful in training and sounded like Krallice. We generated twenty sequences with
four minute durations.
Aesthetics of Neural Synthesis
While we set out to achieve a realistic recreation of the original data, we were delighted by the
aesthetic merit of its imperfections. Solo vocalists become a lush choir of ghostly voices, rock bands
become crunchy cubist-jazz, and cross-breeds of multiple recordings become a surrealist chimera
of sound. Pioneering artists can exploit this, just as they exploit vintage sound production (tube
warmth, tape-hiss, vinyl distortion, etc).
5 Conclusion and Future Work
Creatively, we emphasize the importance of building neural synthesis models capable of generating
music from raw audio, beyond just symbolic representations. Future work includes exploring local
conditioning with hybrid representations of raw and symbolic audio.
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